During the last few years urban archaeology in Vyborg has followed two pathways. Firstly, rescue excavations and archaeological supervising have been conducted every year in the medieval town area. Secondly, an inventory of the research history in medieval archaeology as well as of potential excavation areas and future perspectives for archaeological research has been made. Recently $^{14}C$ dates have added new aspects to the discussion about early urbanization in Vyborg. This article considers the criteria for urbanization, according to the project Medeltidsstaden/Keskiajan kaupungit (The medieval towns), which covers all the preserved towns of the medieval Swedish State. Topographical criteria, like the medieval development of urban infrastructure, are problematic because of the lack of map material. In addition to empiric observations, theoretical discussions are necessary.
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Introduction

Is medieval history important for town planning today? The answer is definitely yes, and this was the motive for the inventory of archaeological material as well as medieval written sources in 70 Swedish medieval towns in the 1970s. The project was named Medeltidsstaden – den tidiga urbaniseringsprocessens konsekvenser för nutida planering (The medieval town – early urbanization and its consequences for the modern town planning). The main aim of the project was to integrate
archaeological field investigations in the process of town planning (Projektprogram 1976, 21–22).

A similar inventory was carried out in the 1980s in the eastern part of medieval Sweden, on the present western and southern coasts of Finland. The Finnish project has the title Keskiajan kaupungit – varhainen kaupungistumiskehitys ja nykyinen suunnittelu (The medieval towns – early urbanization and town planning today). It follows the practices of the Swedish project and thus the Swedish and Finnish reports have the same structure.

For a long time the easternmost town of medieval Sweden was missing from the series of inventory reports. The material has now been collected by the author of this article, and a printed report on Vyborg is under preparation as the fifth volume of Keskiajan kaupungit. At the same time, active archaeological field work in the town and new publications about early history of the district make updating the inventory quite a challenge.

Since 1998, the research of Iron Age and medieval history of Vyborg has proceeded in three areas: rescue excavations and archaeological supervising, re-interpretation of archaeological material and written sources, and radiocarbon dating. The whole medieval history – from the last pre-urban centuries until the first modern town plan in the middle of the 17th century – is getting new light.

This article gives a glance to the current research of urbanization and urban space in Vyborg. In the outline of the project Medeltidsstaden, several characters were chosen to make a distinction between a central place (centralort in Swedish, keskuspaikka in Finnish), densely built-up settlement (Sw. tätort, Fi. taajama) and a town. Definition of a centre as a town can be based on functional, topographical as well as juridical and administrative criteria or a combination of these. The applicability of different criteria in Vyborg is discussed below.

The establishment of the castle of Vyborg in 1293 and introduction of Catholic faith are no longer understood as an abrupt beginning of urban development in a previously marginal area. The position of Vyborg as a strategic and economic centre of international importance, and its function as a profane and ecclesiastical administrative centre developed gradually. The first town privileges are known from the year 1403.

With the aid of maps and empiric material archaeologists build physical and social environments for medieval town-dwellers. Material culture is a key to the townsman’s life behind the theoretical concept of urbanization. Aside the usual archaeological approaches, study of medieval urban milieu can benefit from viewpoints presented in urban geography and vice versa. Both fields of research proceed from spatial understanding of living environments.

Urban archaeologists are not independent actors on the modern urban scene. Our challenges and demands need to be forwarded to town planners, building companies, media and public in large, in a clear and convincing way. Continuous diplomacy in all these directions is the part of everyday life of the archaeological expedition in Vyborg, and contradictions do occur. It remains to be seen in what ways the ongoing research will support antiquarian work in Vyborg.
International archaeology in Vyborg today

In 1998, rescue excavations started in one of the most interesting areas of medieval Vyborg: at the foot of the only still existing tower of the town wall (Saksa et al. 2002a; 2002b; Belsky et al. 2003; Saksa 2004a; 2004b). Since then the archaeological expedition of the Institute for the History of Material Culture of Russian Academy of Sciences (IHMC RAS, St. Petersburg), supervised by archaeologist Aleksandr Saksa, has worked in Vyborg every year (Fig. 1). The Finnish foundation *Karjalaisen Kulttuurin Edistämissäätiö* has been one of the most important financiers of the work for many years. The area excavated by now measures about 250 square metres. Detailed analysis of the artefacts can hopefully be carried out in the near future.

Some of the results in the archaeology of Vyborg have been obtained through good co-operation between Russian and Finnish researchers. Division of activities is clear: the Russian expedition conducts all excavations, and they have the rights to the field documents and artefacts. The Finnish partners are most interested in samples for palaeobotanical analyses and dating of organic remains. Ancient (beginning with the Middle Ages) and modern layers have been used as reference material in the study of pollution in Turku (Salonen & Taavitsainen 2003).

The idea to apply radiocarbon dating in Vyborg was suggested by Professor Matti Saarnisto ( Geological Survey of Finland, Espoo). He took the first samples from the lowermost layer of the excavation area near the medieval town wall in summer 2001. Subsequently $^{14}$C dates were received from other excavation areas in 2003 and 2004 (Saksa et al. 2003a; Saarnisto & Saksa 2004a; 2004b).

In the new book series *Viipurin läänin historia* (The history of the Vyborg district: Saarnisto 2003; Korpela 2004), several Finnish researchers discuss the prehistory and history of the area. The Late Iron Age is treated by the leading experts of this period, Saksa and Pirjo Uino (Saksa et al. 2003b; Uino 2003b). Markus Hiekkanen’s article about the transition from prehistory to Christian society is rich in new interpretations (Hiekkanen 2003b). Jukka Korpela is responsible for the main part of the second volume which covers the medieval period (Korpela 2004). Church architecture in Karelia and medieval stone churches of Vyborg are described by Hiekkanen (2004). My own commentary on the history of the castle has greatly benefited from the views of Knut Drake who has previously discussed the castle island in several articles (Drake 1993; 1996a; 1996b; 2001; Suhonen 2004c).

---

1 Detailed references to the excavation reports and other archive material have been left out from the present article. They have been used as the source material to the cited sources (see list of references).

2 Three more volumes will follow and the project will cover the history of the area until the Second World War.
**Archaeological inventory of Vyborg**

The primary motive for the inventories in Sweden in the 1970s was the construction works going on in several old town areas. The risk of losing valuable material and information was high because there was no consensus on the application of the law on the protection of ancient monuments to urban layers from historical times. Similar needs had become topical in Norway, Great Britain, the Netherlands and Denmark (Andersson 1990, 8–10 and cited sources). An inventory of available archaeological and historical material, potential areas for
archaeological excavations in the towns in question as well as future challenges for research would give a clear starting point for negotiations between antiquarian authorities and builders of the modern town. In old town centres, sufficient funds for field archaeology have to be included in the budget of new projects.

At the same time, urban archaeology was becoming an important field of archaeology. The *Medeltidsstaden* report series was also directed to colleagues who were less familiar with medieval town remains and research of urbanization. The reports have been useful for both archaeological field work and academic research in many ways.

All still existing Swedish medieval towns as well as medieval Danish and Norwegian towns in the four southern provinces of present Sweden were included in the project. The final report was published by Hans Andersson, Professor of medieval archaeology in Lund (Andersson 1990). In Finland, inventory was done in Porvoo, Rauma, Turku and Naantali. Six medieval Swedish towns can be counted east of the Gulf of Bothnia, and thus Vyborg was the last one in the Finnish project for which the report was missing.

Cooperation between Saksa’s expedition and the University of Turku (Department of Cultural Studies/Archaeology) has made it possible for us to take the final step. The manuscript is planned to be published in the publication series *Archaeologia Medii Aevi Finlandiae* by the Finnish Society for Medieval Archaeology.

The original motives for archaeological inventories are of current interest in Vyborg, because there is a high risk that new buildings and other diggings may cause damage to the well-preserved cultural layer. To my knowledge no general plans have been made for any great change of infrastructure in the Old Town of Vyborg. Still, construction works are done in a smaller scale and negotiations are held without publicity. It is necessary for the archaeological expedition to keep an eye on the changing situation.

According to the Russian cultural heritage protection law, archaeological rescue investigations must be financed by the builder. The practice, however, depends on the interests of local authorities. In Vyborg the situation is unsatisfactory, but patient struggle to strengthen the status of archaeology in the town has already led to slight improvements. On the other hand, the situation in Vyborg differs from what was acute in Sweden three decades ago. The field work methods and ways of argumentation follow the conventions in (northwest) Russian urban archaeology. Unlike in Sweden in the 1970s, the inventory report is not needed as a forum to discuss the aims and methods of excavations in Vyborg.

---

3 Ulvila was left out from the project programme because its medieval part has not been preserved. Between 1558 and 2000 Ulvila did not have town rights. Recently the medieval church and medieval remains in Liikistö have aroused great interest (Jäkärä 2003; Haggrén 2004; see also Pihlman 1982). In 2004 a coin hoard was found just outside the wall of the church (Talvio 2005). It is time to reconsider the need for the inventory of Ulvila.

4 We thank Alfred Kordelin Foundation for financial support to the inventory of Vyborg.
The report in Russian translation will hopefully support both the antiquarian work and research in Vyborg. It should be taken into consideration, though, that it is prepared and published by foreign academic institutions that do not have any previous merits in Vyborg. To avoid misunderstandings, the motives of the work must be made explicit. The interests of Finnish researchers in Vyborg are scientific, not political.

Each of the over 70 volumes of the two report series is slightly different depending on the availability of material and personal interests of the authors. The general outline, however, is the same. The reports begin with a short summary of the whole history of the town, and the Iron Age background of medieval settlement. This is followed by a list of medieval written documents and a selection of old maps from the 17th and 18th centuries. The research history of medieval institutions and elements of the infrastructure is summarized with detailed references to publications.

In the second chapter, the thickness of the cultural layer in the medieval town area is estimated. In Sweden and Finland this was done on the basis of geological surveys and previous archaeological excavations. In Vyborg it was not possible to get enough data of geological drillings, although such material is in principle no longer classified in Russia. In most of the places excavated by Saksa the cultural layer is surprisingly well preserved. The medieval town was erected on rock and since the 18th century the area has been densely built up. Despite this, the thickness of the undisturbed and humid cultural layer can exceed 2 m.

The research history of the still existing medieval buildings and ruins is described only very briefly in the reports. The list of archaeological field works and observations is minimal but more detailed information can be found in the notes taken by the authors during the investigation. This information is available in local public archive. Artefacts were usually not listed in the printed reports but Vyborg is an exception at this point.

In the final part of each report the author presents an interpretation of the medieval town structure. It includes the current state of research, followed by suggestions for future challenges in archaeological investigation. So far only the first steps have been made in the study of urbanization of Vyborg on the one hand, and Vyborg in the process of urbanization in the Baltic region on the other hand.

**Three criteria of urbanization**

Among the 77 towns treated in the two projects described above, the oldest ones are Sigtuna, Visby, Lund, Lödöse and Skara, which were urban centres already in the 11th century. Most Swedish medieval towns, Stockholm included, were formed in the 13th century. The northernmost medieval towns in Sweden were Gävle on the western side of the Gulf of Bothnia and Ulvila (Ulfsvy) on the eastern coast of the gulf.

In the East the urbanization process reached the Karelian Isthmus, Vyborg, in the 14th century (Andersson 1990, 62–67, 82–85). King Erik von Pommern gave
town privileges to the administrative, military, ecclesiastical and economical centre in Karelia in 1403 (FMU II 1173). During the 14th century Vyborg grew from a village-like settlement at the foot of a wooden fortification into a medieval town protected and controlled by a stone castle. There are several questions to be answered. From what time can Vyborg actually be considered as an urban point in the eastern Baltic Sea area? Did a town-like centre exist in the Karelian Isthmus as early as in the 14th century? Did visiting German tradesmen meet urban lifestyle in Vyborg prior to 1403 and how was the local way of life reflected in consumption and trade of goods there?

The actual beginning of urbanization in different medieval towns can be best discussed using both historical sources and archaeological material. In the frames of the project *Medeltidsstaden*, several criteria for urbanization were chosen, which at the end of the project were reviewed by Andersson (Projektprogram 1976, 9–15; Andersson 1990, 26–27). Firstly, a central place can be defined as a town by *functional* criteria, that is, if it functions as an administrative, military and/or ecclesiastical centre for the surrounding area. The central place can also be defined by its position in a network of traffic routes. The institutions such as annual markets or regular religious events, as well as fortifications nearby, definitely strengthen the place’s leading position in the surroundings. The location favourable for traffic connections provides the central place with good potential to grow in importance.

In Vyborg, a castle was built at the entrance to the sailing route through the Vuoksi River to Lake Ladoga. Interpretation of the late Iron Age remains along the Vuoksi water route depends on whether we accept the hypothesis of a strong centre in the southwestern estuary of the river or not. The role of the hypothesis is notable because of dissatisfactory knowledge of late Iron Age or medieval archaeological remains in the area. The need for surveys in the Vyborg district has been noted repeatedly. The research history of the area is found in the publications of Uino (1997, 23–43; 2003a).

Secondly, the administration of a medieval town required a town council, mayor, town hall, seal and other attributes. These are *juridical* or *administrative* criteria which nevertheless are not necessary or relevant for deciding whether an early pre-urban centre like Birka or Hedeby was a town-like settlement. Instead, they are useful for dating the urbanization process of actual medieval towns. Development of a town can be followed according to when different institutions are first mentioned in (reliable) medieval documents. The firmest evidence of urban status is, of course, formal town rights (Korpela 2004, 241–242).

---

6 The Vuoksi River had bifurcating arms, the southwestern one of which was navigable until the 17th century.
7 I am thankful to Valter Lang, Teemu Mökkönen and other Estonian and Finnish colleagues for their viewpoints considering the town privileges and other parameters of the concepts “urban” and “urbaneness” in the 2nd Finnish–Estonian postgraduate studies seminar, Suitia, Finland, in November 2004.
Vyborg has been mentioned in written documents several times before 1403 (Saksa et al. 2002a, 40–41; Korpela 2004, 242–243). One of these writings is the Treaty of Nöteborg in 1323, and in 1336 Vyborg is called civitas (FMU I 313; FMU I 443). Town council is mentioned in 1393 (Ruuth 1908, 51; Ruuth et al. 1982, 138). All the currently available documents concerning the establishment of town institutions in medieval Vyborg were well known already a century ago, and chances to find previously unknown documents of central importance are small. It is not out of the question, of course, that Vyborg had been given town privileges some time in the late 14th century but there is no evidence of it.

Thirdly, the infrastructure of a town is characterized by a high density of plots and living houses, monumentality of public buildings, organization of public space, etc. These are topographic criteria, which are hard to measure and thus not very useful for distinction between a pre-urban and urban centre. Nevertheless, archaeological material allows their application for discussing the rate of urbanization in a town-like settlement.

In terms of infrastructure, densely built-up permanent settlement is a transformation stage of development between a periodically visited central place and a medieval town. In order to define the urbanization process in timeline, topographic criteria should be considered secondary in relation to the functional and administrative ones. But it is urban elements in infrastructure that indicate social urbaneness. In Vyborg, the new archaeological observations open the possibility of the study of these aspects.

**Exact dates – inexact history**

The inventory of Vyborg was done at an intriguing moment. By the time the manuscript was finished, new radiocarbon dates had already led not only to the need to update it but also to revising its main hypothesis.

Near the easternmost edge of the medieval town area, a log was dated to the 1270s (Su-3589: cal AD 1245 (1272) 1283; Saksa et al. 2003a). This is the first evidence of the possible settlement continuation from the Iron Age to the Middle Ages outside the castle island. The find material does not speak for Scandinavian immigration but rather for local inhabitation (Saksa 2004b; for discussion see also Korpela 2004, 86).  

There is a legend of a predecessor of the medieval town called Old Vyborg. However, connection between this assumption and archaeological material or the 14C dating is not proved scientifically.

---

8 In my paper at the 22nd Nordic Archaeology Conference (Oulu 2004) I made some critical comments on the current discussion (Suhonen, in print B). Ethnicity in archaeological interpretations in the first volume of *Viipurin läänin historia* is the case study in Suhonen (2004a).

The radiocarbon analysis of burnt seeds of fat hen (Chenopodiaceae sp.) from the excavation area close to the harbour suggest that the lowermost layer should be dated to the beginning of the 14th century (Poz-4297: cal AD 1310). Above this layer there were planks, probably part of a floor, dated as cal AD 1410 (Poz-4383) (Saarnisto & Saksa 2004a; 2004b). Permanent 14th-century settlement of handicraftsmen and tradesmen near the castle was assumed by Ruuth (1908, 21–38; Ruuth et al. 1982, 50–66). The recent dating result perfectly supports this generally accepted hypothesis (Korpela 2004, 246). No empirical material is available until now that would refute or verify his suggestion.

In other words: a log was cut in the 1270s. At a later time it was used for construction work at the place which became part of the medieval town. This second, more rigorous reading of the analysis may not be very inspiring, yet it cannot be ignored. The dated log was unearthed in the corner of the excavation area in 2001 and its connection to other building remains is unclear. Two dendro-chronological dates were obtained for a wooden building which was excavated about 25 m east of the construction with the $^{14}$C dated log (analysis by Pentti Zetterberg, University of Joensuu). This building was very well preserved and it lay on the bedrock. Its dating to the late 1470s (75% probability) raises the question whether the radiocarbon dated log could have been re-used, which would not be exceptional in Vyborg (Saksa et al. 2002a, 51–53; Saksa et al. 2003a).

The layers that yielded the burnt seeds and floor planks are probably undisturbed. In the early 14th century, cattle was held on the shore opposite the Swedish castle, where later a wooden building was erected. The artefacts related to the dated material are medieval but typological arguments concerning their exact date have not been published.

Laboratory dating of buildings can be accurate or misleading, as well as dates of letters or chronological “facts” in chronicles. In addition to the risk of actual failures in dating methods, relying on the exactness of dates is somewhat complicated for another reason, too. Events like constructing a house or establishing an institution can be precisely datable events in local history but never independent from long-term processes. In a wider context a single date is only a detail.

Iron Age fortification revisited

The position of Vyborg as the Iron Age central place in the western Karelian Isthmus is not self-evident at all (Fig. 2). In terms of traffic connections the location of Vyborg in the estuary of the main water route was profitable but not necessarily safe. In the light of the known archaeological material it seems that the late Iron Age inhabitation of the coastal area around the Gulf of Vyborg was scarce (Hiekkanen 2003b, 480–489). The geographical context of Vyborg is open for reinterpretations because the known empiric material is not sufficient at all.

10 Instead of the importance of the river, Korpela underlines the maritime connection of Vyborg. According to him, similarities with Tallinn are worth noting (Korpela 2004, 87).
After his first excavations in the Smith’s Yard on the castle island, V. A. Tjulenev wrote a new chapter to the early history of Vyborg, suggesting that the castle island was fortified by the Karelians in the late Iron Age. In 1293 the stronghold was taken by the Swedes with violence (Tjulenev 1982; 1987).

Tjulenev and his expedition team worked in Vyborg from the late 1970s until the mid-1990s. After 1983 investigations on the castle island, only small-scale test excavations were carried out by the Soviet Academy of Sciences. Tjulenev did not change his opinion about the Iron Age Karelian settlement, and ten years later he presented it in one of his main publications, which was published posthumously (Тюленев 1995, 15–18).
Tjulenev did not get much response to his radical, probably a priori intentional and politically biased interpretation. This is not quite surprising. From the viewpoint of Novgorodian medieval history, Vyborg was on the other side of an early political border line. Swedish and Finnish archaeologists had only silent interests in Karelia because their contacts with Soviet archaeologists were rather restricted and formal until the 1990s.

Some of the artefacts collected by Tjulenev’s expedition are stored in the castle of Vyborg but there are probably a number of finds the address of which is currently unknown (illustrations of finds: Tjulenev 1982; 1987; Тюленев 1995, 68–75; summary of published finds: Uino 1997, 345–346). Many excavation reports remained unwritten or are not exact (stored at the IHMC RAS). Tjulenev’s hypothesis must be read with critical eye because the insufficient documentation does not allow proper testing of the empiric material. Tjulenev did not make any statements about possible settlement outside the castle island in the 13th century.

The above-mentioned problems with source material used to make researchers unwilling to discuss the question of the late Iron Age in Vyborg. Today it is one of the most interesting challenges for archaeological research in the Vyborg district. The 13th-century radiocarbon date from the Old Town is an important addition to the available material, though one single date should not be given too much emphasis.

Tjulenev’s hypothesis forms the basis for the scheme which is taken under consideration in Viipurin läänin historia (Saksa et al. 2003b, 437–438; see also Taavitsainen 2003). However, the authors do not discuss it in detail, and the suggestion will hopefully be followed by supporting and opposing arguments in the future. According to Saksa, Uino and Hiekkanen, a trade place existed in Vyborg in the 13th century, established by the Karelians. Excavations on the castle island of Kexholm at the other end of the Vuoksi sailing route play a major role in this discussion (Uino & Saksa 1993; Kankainen et al. 1995; Suhonen 2004b and cited sources). It is logical to believe that some suitable landing places on islands and shores of the Gulf of Vyborg were regularly visited in the late Iron Age. Surveys in the area have so far not led to any empirical evidence of “Old Vyborg” (see above) or any other possible Iron Age central place somewhere outside medieval Vyborg.

Dialogue about the criteria for urbanization

None of the functional criteria alone would be enough to distinguish a town-like centre from a central place of more temporary character. The attribute urban

11 There were some critical comments on scientific forums which, anyhow, did not lead to argumentative writing. Ethnic aspects in archaeological interpretations are touched upon in Suhonen (2004a) and in my manuscript Karjalankannaksella kaukana karjalaisista (Suhonen, in print A). In my opinion the question is relevant in the study of Vyborg even today although it hardly allows but discrete comments; see Hiekkanen (2003b, 483).
12 For first-hand knowledge about Tjulenev’s finds and reports I have relied on the kind help of Saksa and Stanislav Belsky.
can be applied to the general character of a place as a whole only if several phenomena together point to the same direction. For example, towns are not merely trade places or strategic points but many-sided knots in the spatial network. Their position as a heart of the area is more stable than that of a trade place, a cult place or a stronghold with only a safeguarding purpose.

According to the prevailing hypotheses the Iron Age fortification in Vyborg had several central functions. It was a control point of trade by the river and a trading place for the Karelians. In the case of an attack a fortification on an island would protect local inhabitants. A fortified island might have been a suitable place for property assembly as well.

As far as we know, Iron Age holy places were situated at a distance from trade and battle. Vyborg became a religious centre at the beginning of the medieval times. The congregation of Vyborg was first mentioned in 1352 – half a century after the “crusade” of 1293 (REA p. 98). However, Hiekkanen is no doubt correct in opining that the society needed religious services soon after new Catholic inhabitants settled down in Vyborg (Hiekkanen 2003a, 244–247; 2003b, 501). Tax revenues were collected both by the church and the crown, and were probably stored on the castle island several decades before the congregation was mentioned in preserved documents (for documents on taxation in Vyborg in the early 14th century see Korpela 2004, 203 and Hiekkanen 2003b, 502–503).

It should be repeated that the Iron Age fortification is a scientific construction, and lacks real archaeological evidence. In any case, a small fortified island is not an urban centre. “Urban” is a word to describe the living environment and way of life. Functions of a place as a centre have to match with topographical criteria. There is no space for urban infrastructure on the castle island of Vyborg. Social communication in a town is quite different from the life of a small society and temporary visitors in a fortification.

Trade together with institutional duties and services connect hinterlands with a centre, which in turn grows in size and the building density of which increases. In a densely built-up settlement, communication is based on continuous interaction between services and consumers, not between more independent economic and social units like farms or households. A short distance from neighbours and public buildings affects the lifestyle in many ways. In the 14th century Vyborg became a town in administrative terms. Andersson (1990) points out that the establishment of new institutions caused changes in the spatial organization of a centre and thus the dialogue between functional and topographical aspects continued. Difference between town and countryside became more and more significant. In the 1470s a stone wall was built and it separated bourgeois of the town and countryside dwellers.

\[\text{The concept “way of life” is connected with unwritten laws of social communication and common sense. Suggestions for its application in archaeology have aroused discussion in Turku (for summary see Suhonen 2005). Distinction between a collective way of life and a more subjective lifestyle is problematic.}\]

\[\text{The primary function of the town wall was of course to protect citizens. The building of the wall was started by Erik Axelsson (Tott) during his time as lord of the castle (1457–1481) (Saarnisto 2003, 104).}\]
Was the young town an urban milieu in the turn of the 14th and 15th centuries? An urban infrastructure should include public buildings, squares, plots of households, main streets and side streets. Did the environment become more urban during the medieval times? For example, the two convents, the Dominican convent established in 1392 and that of Franciscans built some time before 1403, were new elements, possibly located as “control points” by the main road(s) leading eastwards from the small peninsula (Neuvonen 1994, 10–16; Hiekkanen 2004). Did the mendicant orders settle down in a physically urban milieu and how did the new strongholds of Catholicism change the way townsmen experienced the environment? Reconstruction of the town plan on different time levels is necessary for understanding urbanization from the town-dweller’s view.

Elements of infrastructure in cultural layer

Geodetic survey methods improved radically at the beginning of the 17th century, and systematic land survey started in Sweden. Mapping of the streets and quarters in medieval towns was often caused by the need to renovate the street net into the gridiron plan. Towns founded in the Swedish State only in the 17th century had rectangular street network from the beginning (Kostet 1995).

The first map of Vyborg was probably drawn by land surveyor Olof Gangius in 1639 (Kostet 1995, 37–42). All reconstructions of the medieval infrastructure have to be based on this single chorological description of “irregular” town. The time gap between the medieval period and the year 1639, however, causes methodological difficulties. Still, the following map from 1642 is already a plan for the reorganization of the town area and later mappings were done after regularization had been completed (Kauppi & Miltšik 1993; Kostet 1995, 92–94).

During Saksa’s excavations, streets as well as walls and floor planks of wooden buildings were documented in the 15th- and 16th-century layers near the town wall, close to the harbour and next to the so-called guildhall.15 Some of these remains may belong to the same streets which still crossed the areas in 1639. For example, a stone pavement on the surface of the bedrock has been interpreted as a street that led to the Dominican convent at the beginning of the 16th century (Saksa et al. 2002a, 50–51). It is apparently easy to distinguish pre-regularization streets and walls from later architecture but the orientation of buildings can easily cause misinterpretations, too. Many buildings along smaller lanes and in yards remained in an “illegal” orientation despite the rebuilding of the street net. After big fires new houses were erected but on the rocky slopes the orientation according to the gridiron plan was not always possible.

---

15 One of the oldest stone buildings of Vyborg in Vyborgskaya Street is known in literature as the house of the guilds but its age and original function are not known. Alternatively, a stone house in the neighbouring plot has been suggested to be the medieval guild hall (Neuvonen 1994, 117; Viiste 1994, 28–29).
The town architect of Vyborg and supervisor of ancient monuments Otto-Iivari Meurman studied the map of 1639 in relation to modern town plan (Fig. 3). The orientation made by him is still a relevant starting point for the discussion concerning the elements of town space in medieval Vyborg. After 1639 no major changes have been made in the street plan of the Old Town. In the future it would be reasonable to check the coordinates by modern methods. So far, Meurman’s map has been successfully used by Saksa’s expedition in identifying archaeological sites in the town plan before 1639 (Lankinen 1982; Saksa & Suhonen 2001; Saksa et al. 2002a).

Identification and interpretation of subterranean remains was essential to Meurman, too. Between 1927 and 1937 he systematically collected data of construction remains, artefacts and human bones which came into daylight in

**Fig. 3.** The Old Town of Vyborg in the 1630s and the gridiron plan. Orientation of the map according to the map by Otto-Iivari Meurman (1933) (Archives of the National Board of Antiquities/Department of Monuments and Sites, Helsinki).

**Joon 3.** Viiburi vanalinn 1630. aastatel ja võrestikplaan. Kaardi suund Otto-Iivari Meurmani (1933) järgi.
ditches for pipelines, cables and foundations of houses (Meurman 1978; Salmela 2004, 195–214). Near the medieval tower Ratushnaya Bashnya, tower of the Town Council, he discovered the remains of the medieval town wall (NBA/DA; NBA/DMS; Sinisalo 1971; Viiste 1994, 26–27). Stone constructions on the site of the Franciscan convent probably date to the Middle Ages but their interpretation is disputable (Hiekkanen 1993; 1994, 139–140 and endnote 269; 2004).

Elsewhere in the Old Town Meurman documented stone pavements, log constructions, stone cellars and graves. It is impossible to say if any of these constructions were medieval. Meurman’s drawings and reports are brilliant but individual building remains are not very informative. Most of them were found in small pits or diggings without any archaeologically interpretable context. The number of artefacts collected by Meurman is very small (NBA/DA: Index of finds).

Although sporadic, the material collected by Meurman clearly demonstrated that the cultural layer had survived in places all over the Old Town. In addition, he strongly emphasized the value of old stone architecture (for drawings see, e.g., Viiste 1994; Salmela 2004). The protection of the Old Town as a historically valuable area became a matter of discussion at the end of the 1930s. Meurman had already quitted his post in Vyborg and due to the start of the war no measures were taken to realize his idea (NBA/DA; Salmela 2004, 202–203). The last excavations by Finnish archaeologists were conducted in connection with the reparation of the medieval Dominican church in 1943 (NBA/DA; NBA/DMS; Hiekkanen 1994, 196, 242, 252, 343).

Field archaeology in Vyborg ceased totally for over two decades after the war. In the 1960s investigations were carried out on the castle island (Kaljundi 1970), and it was only at the end of the 1970s when archaeologists returned to the Old Town. Tjulenev’s expedition started its work in Vyborg and an area at the foot of the Round Tower at the market square was excavated (reconstruction of the fortifications: Tjulenev 1987, 29–34; Тюленев 1995, 46, 80). Between 1980 and 1994 he made numerous test pits in the Old Town. According to his reports, almost all trial excavations revealed a thin or uninteresting cultural layer. On the other hand, small-scale surveys on the ruins of the convents and the medieval town church were sufficient for commentaries on the architecture (Тюленев 1995, 48–58). Tjulenev’s interests lay in the history of buildings, and he never published any conclusions about the development of the town plan. During the Soviet period, rescue excavations were not always carried out in a satisfactory way in Vyborg.

Later excavations supervised by Saksa have proved that Vyborg is a very interesting and many-sided town beneath the modern surface. The new evidence opens several promising topics for further study. Saksa has discussed the relation of the new town wall to the settlement in the 15th century (Сакса 2002a). Another example is the 17th- and 18th-century waste water systems, the remains of which have been dated by the $^{14}$C method (Saksa et al. 2003a; Saarnisto & Saksa 2004a; 2004b).
Geographical perspective to an old map

One of the basic concepts of the project *Medeltidsstaden* was borrowed from cultural geography. The idea that the number of functions of a central place indicates its importance as a centre was popular in Scandinavian geography in the 1970s. Accessibility by traffic routes, economic and administrative functions and other criteria were put into quantitative terms and the hierarchical order of central places in an area was modelled.

Change of paradigms in both geography and archaeology since the 1970s is necessarily reflected in our approach to spatial and social processes. Today we seek for the person’s view on his/her environment. Urban geography is a social science, the research field of which ranges from physical infrastructure to virtual connections and from comparisons in global scale to an individual’s perspective.

Geographical perspective is now relevant in urban archaeology, too. Archaeological material and methods are sufficient for reconstructing some elements of medieval infrastructure. We can find out where a public building, a street or a market place was situated in the medieval times. At the same time, coordination of the development and planning of a megalopolis of today requires many-sided and methodological research of the urban space as a spatial, social and mental environment.

The first theoretical interpretations of the oldest map of Vyborg were published by Lagus (1893a; 1893b) and Ruuth (1903; 1908). Ruuth suggested that the medieval town was divided into four quarters separated by two crossing streets (Figs. 1, 2). Although this assumption and some other statements by him are guesses rather than scientific hypotheses, they have not been rejected (Ruuth et al. 1982, 47–66). Empiric basis pro or contra Ruuth’s vision is missing.

After having collected all available material for the reconstruction of medieval Vyborg from archives, literature and field work, I was both enthusiastic and suspecting. The situation led to lengthy writing about how little was known and how much more basic work there was to do! At the same time, it also opened an interesting perspective to the obscure position from which a town archaeologist approaches medieval societies.

My own approach to the town plan is a critical dialogue with prevailing hypotheses known from *Viipurin kaupungin historia* I (Ruuth et al. 1982), which are based on Ruuth’s original ideas. I would like to point out the seemingly geometrical pattern of the infrastructure of the Old Town. A triangle of the churches surrounded by the round town wall gives an illusion of order (Fig. 1). On the map of 1639, two streets cut the area into four parts, and all of the three churches fall into different quarters. In medieval Sweden the quarters were numbered from I to IV, and the town hall should be mentioned first. Ruuth concluded that the re-numbering of the quarters in Vyborg at the beginning of the 16th century was caused by the fact that a new town hall was built near the town church (Ruuth 1908, 32–33, 134). The location of the medieval town hall is unknown.
There is some self-irony behind my comments – too few arguments are available for the reconstruction. The medieval town area of Vyborg is hilly and the most favourable flat places were chosen for the medieval town church and the two convents. In Euclidean geometry three points always form a triangle. The town wall followed the semicircular shore of the peninsula and actually it was not quite round, either. Scientific abstractions are not necessarily needed for understanding the topographical pattern. On the other hand, my argumentation does not end at triangles and circles but I also consider the dating of different elements of the urban milieu. I believe that one of the two streets which crossed the town area in 1639 was not formed before the late 16th century. The core of medieval infrastructure there was a long square between the town church and the Dominican convent.\textsuperscript{16}

A recent article by a Finnish researcher of region studies Jouni Häkli (1995) again drew my attention to maps as a tool of power. Accurate maps are a prerequisite for handling an area and its inhabitants like a model. Without a realistic view of the present situation it is impossible to look for alternatives and to test plans in theory. However, an archaeologist has to test suggestions for reconstructions of medieval environments on maps which do not picture the area in question in the time period under focus. This gives him/her theoretical and unfair superiority over those who once built the town and settled down in its quarters.

\textbf{Mapping an abstract world}

A medieval king had only a fragmentary picture of his own country. He had no opportunity to view it on a reliable map. For him the area under his rule was a net of strategic points. Travelling time was more important than actual distances in miles. Towns and villages were surrounded by the wilds and desert lands (erämäärk), which offered hiding places for unwilling taxpayers. Local administration was in the hands of bailiffs, officials, the Catholic Church and noblemen. Unsystematic background information was reflected on plans which the royal ruler had for the development of different parts of his lands.

Documents and stories tell how kings and governors got surprised and dissatisfied because of poor conditions they witnessed when travelling in their lands. As a consequence, local inhabitants were forced to immediate improvements while other areas remained out of the majesty’s actual control. Andersson (1990) argues that the role of the central power (in late medieval times: state) was to favour the economic and political stability of a town. In western Sweden “too many” medieval towns formed. Some of them lost importance or ceased to exist and were later re-established in new locations (Andersson 1990, 77–82). Vyborg lay far from Stockholm and all other urban centres. Most medieval bailiffs

\textsuperscript{16} I share the idea presented by Knut Drake in a guided excursion to Vyborg in April 2001. It was discussed in my paper in the seminar “Medieval towns” in Tartu in June 2002 (Tartu City Museum). See also Korpela (2004, 87).
there were fairly independent but the strategic position of the town was still favourable. It was the “capital” in the western Karelian Isthmus through the Middle Ages and in the Early Modern/Modern Period.

In 1555 Gustav Vasa was annoyed because of the dirt and disorder in Vyborg (Ruuth et al. 1982, 197–198). For safety reasons he had ordered the townsmen to remove houses away from the foot of the town wall but the inhabitants had not obeyed his will. “Town planning” caused contradictions between those in power and those in subordination. Does it not sound all too familiar to us?

Medieval maps were false in scale and illustrated with descriptive drawings that may look humorous to us. Development of land surveying techniques enabled observation of the landscape from above. A decisive step towards modern town planning had been taken. Man was no longer tied to his immediate three-dimensional environment. Maps gave him wings long before the discovery of hot balloon, airplane and satellites.

The core of Häkli’s argumentation is the distinction between absolute and abstract about the world views (Häkli 1995, 199–202). In the classical period knowledge was equal to correct reading of the visible world. Philosophers tried to understand what the knowledge available to man actually was. The world order was in the hands of gods. Men and women were bound to the absolute space the borders of which could be crossed in fantasy but not with the aid of scientific calculations. Accordingly, maps in medieval Europe were drawn for practical purposes like sailing, building a temple, warfare, etc. On the outskirts of the known world there were dragons and giants, whose existence was a matter of belief. Nothing helped man to know more than the gods allowed him to witness with his own eyes.

The beginning of the modern times is characterized by a new, abstract view about the world. Man became free to study the universe and responsible for finding knowledge which could not be received directly from the gods. This necessitated large numbers of measurements, calculations and maps and step by step modern science developed in all branches. As a consequence, it also became possible to reorganize physical and social space according to different political aims.

Giants build medieval towns

In a modern or post-modern town or city, the concepts such as “urban space” and “urban culture” create a large variety of associations. These are no doubt strongly reflected in our imagination and interpretation of the medieval urban way of life. Does the use of the attribute “urban” lead to misunderstandings in pre-modern contexts?

Modern documentation and planning are based on exact geometrical measurements, correct visual presentation, accurate verbal expressions and correct calculations. It is good to remember how easy it is for us to see geometry and other regularities in past environments where such rules were not intentional.
Post-modern urban environment is multi-dimensional, subjective and in continuous motion. The physical infrastructure is reproduced by individual and collective subjects. People move in the urban space not only on foot or by vehicles but also virtually via data lines. It is the actors’ experiences that give the infrastructure its meanings. For example, geography of fright is unfortunately very essential today. Control and successful visions for further development of the urban scene require the understanding of current collective and subjective urban experiences. Can we also understand the absolute world of medieval town-dwellers through post-modern eyeglasses?

Table hockey players make miniature figures play a game. Similarly, archaeologists can be considered as giants. It is a comfortable challenge to reorganize medieval streets, walls and buildings on a computer screen. A new date or interpretation can make a public building disappear from the medieval townsmen’s living environment for many decades. For example, a connection between squares can become a dead end because of a building found in excavations. We dress the town-dwellers in fashion clothes which maybe were not worn by any of them. Probably they would have been quite surprised to see the trade goods which we offer them for sale and impressed by the number of pubs we open for them to visit.

Military and bloody scenes cannot be denied from history in retrospect. In archaeology we have more choice. Tjulenev painted an episode in the early history of Vyborg in bloody colours. In general, Christianization and division of Karelia by a political border in 1323 are today seen as more peaceful and gradual processes than they were treated before (Korpela 2004, 65–74, 102–110 and cited sources). However, the juridical and economic integration of the eastern Karelian Isthmus under Swedish rule was no doubt a complex and painful development. In terms of cultural changes, urbanization reflects contradictions, not merely spread of innovations and progress.

Responsibility goes hand in hand with superiority and power. Aside with abstractions and modelling, the urban geographic approach presents environments from the individual’s point of view. In archaeology we struggle for similar all-human viewpoints. The closer we get to medieval views about the world, the better we can analyse the process of urbanization and understand it on the same everyday level where material culture was produced and consumed in the past. One of the most frequent arguments to defend the importance of medieval archaeology is that we have access to remains of everyday life.

**Material criteria for urbanization**

It is surprising that material culture was not among the criteria of urbanization in the outline of Medeltidsstaden although the project focused on archaeology. The explanation is that the timetable and budget for the inventories did not allow any thorough studies of artefacts (Projektprogram 1976, 19–20). Some authors wished to make comments on certain find categories. For example in Turku Aki
Pihlman studied the distribution of small stove vessels and different types of leather shoes, in order to get a view of the growth of the town in medieval times (Pihlman & Kostet 1986, chapter 3.5.2).

Attributes of material culture do not offer easy criteria for urbanization. Interpretations are likely to be distorted. In Finnish town archaeology nearly all imported artefacts from medieval layers are interpreted as indicators of urban values and growing welfare. Stoneware, glass beakers and a variety of leather and metal artefacts as well as textiles of foreign origin were prestige goods among the town-dwellers. Was this characteristic of towns only? Innovations spread somewhat slower in the countryside but desire for novelities and goods of foreign origin was not alien among village-dwellers, either.

Medieval urban culture creates associations with the accelerating development, growth of contacts and integration of the peripheral northern areas to broad geographic, economic and cultural contexts in Europe. But why not to interpret a medieval layer rich in artefacts as the material culture of rich and open-minded people? Medieval is international. Imported goods, innovation in handicraft and building techniques go together with institutional organization of administration and ideology. Medieval and modern processes of Europeanization have surprisingly much in common – if so desired.

In such jargon traditional “medieval” attributes like stagnation, darkness and pressure are avoided. Excavated medieval buildings are interpreted as cosy private areas of ordinary families or workshops of innovative handicraftsmen. Dirt is placed in backyards and streets. Diseases are mystified: the Black Death wears black clothing and less fatal health problems are treated with magi or prayer.

At the same time archaeologists are depending on carelessness in medieval towns. The cultural layer grew fast because medieval environment was unhygienic and the growth of living quarters was chaotic. In our imagination the medieval handicraftsman was a selfish entrepreneur. Was responsibility for public space carried by anyone? Is the lack of common responsibility an ever-lasting phenomenon in urban societies? Many of these up-to-date questions are relevant in a medieval context, and vice versa.

Medieval archaeology is more than excavations of layers which date to the Middle Ages. Urban archaeology is not just archaeological work within a modern town area. Archaeology of a medieval town requires understanding of both the medieval and the town.

Meeting with other giants

Today urban excavations are planned and conducted quite flexibly as a part of construction or restoration works in historical town areas both in Sweden and Finland. Archaeology of historical documented centuries is appreciated by historians, and it raises interest among general public. The projects Medeltidsstaden and Keskiajan kaupungit have played an important role in establishing urban archaeology. Nevertheless, contradictory interests of building companies and an
antiquarian office do cause hot debates from time to time. Archaeologists have to defend their interests like all other actors in the field of cultural politics do.

The problem of following the continuously accumulating data was expected in the project Medeltidsstaden from the beginning. According to the project plan the inventory reports should be published in a simple format in order not to give a false picture of them being final (Andersson 1990, 10–11). Even so the “unfinished” reports give an excellent ipq in the research history of urbanization in Sweden. Documentation of the status quo in research at the beginning of the 21st century may be the most important achievement of the project in Vyborg.

The National Board of Antiquities has applied the concept of the project Medeltidsstaden to ten post-medieval towns in Finland. Inventory was carried out in the towns which were established during the regime of the Vasa dynasty (http://www.nba.fi/fi/kaupunkiarkeologia). As a result, historically valuable areas were identified and classified, which the National Board of Antiquities recommends to take under protection. The author of the reports Teemu Mökkönen applied GIS methods to orientation of old maps in relation to modern town plans. The old maps used in the project are available in digital form and thus handy to use for revising the situation if needed. The National Board of Antiquities published the reports on the Internet and just a restricted number of printed copies were taken. In principle it allows easy updating of the results. The Internet is a suitable forum for this kind of data. I wonder if an electronic publication would have been at least a partial solution in the projects Medeltidsstaden and Keskiajan kaupungit if this possibility had existed at that time.

Town planning is a political process. In our democratic bureaucracy politicians and officials in charge of the plans do not have free hands because the voice of town-dwellers has to be taken into account. Nevertheless, plans are frequently realized with delay but without major improvements according to opinions from beneath. Town planning institutions are giants. In this game archaeologists do not need to be acquiescent dwarves. In this respect there are good reasons for optimism in Vyborg.
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**KESKAEGNE LINN VIIBURI**

**Resüme**

Viiburis on säilinud keskajast palju muudki kui ainult linnus. Keskaegse linna maa-alal on vii mastel aastatel toimunud arvukalt päästekaevamisi, mille käigus on päevavalgele tulnud elamute jäänused, tänapäevad ja veejuhtimissüsteeme. Artiklis on arutletud selle üle, milliseid kriteeriume on arheoloogial kasutada, selgitamaks, millisest ajahetkest võib Viiburit ümbruskonna linnaliseks keskuseks pidada ja kui linnapäraseks ta keskajal kujunes. Lähtepunktiks on need linnastumiskriteeriumid, mida on rakendatud Rootsi keskaegsete linnade kahes arheoloogilises inveneerimisprojektis.

**Rahvusvaheline koostöö Viiburi linnaarheoloogias**


Viiburi arheoloogiliste kaevamistest osane Turu Ülikooli arheoloogia õppeaine uurimisprogrammist, milles keskenduti lisaks ka muudele ajaloolise ajal objek-
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Radiosüsinikdateeringud ajaloolises ja uurimisloolises kontekstis

Viiburi keskaegse kultuurikihi esimesed $^{14}$C proovid tehti professor Matti Saarnisto (Geoloogia Uurimiskeskus, Espoo) ettevõtmisel. Hiliskeskaegse linna-müüri läheidalt võetud proov andis üllatavalt varase tulemuse: dateeritud palk on langetatud juba enne Viiburi linna asutamist (Su-3589: cal AD 1245 (1272, 1283). Leid saadi alumisest, hilisemast elutegevusest puuttumata pinnast, kuid kahjuks päineb ehitisest või konstruktsioonist, mis asus täpselt kaevamisala nurgas ja mille otstarve jäi seejärel tasuta. Sellegipoolest sunnib ajamäärang kümna, kas Viiburis oli püsinustus juba enne, kui paigast sai strateegiline punkt rootslaste ja novgorodlaste huvisfääri piirimail?


Varasemate arheoloogiliste järelarvutusi ja proovikaevamiste käigus oli tehtud arvukaid tähemärke kivi- ning puuhoonestuse kohta, kuid nende konstruktsioonide vanust määravad leiud puudus. Saksa poolt juhitud kaevamiste leiutamistest puurud paljud hannikproved, mille konstruktsioone võisid olla onnelised. Viiburi keskaegse paljusid ümbruskonnast on kaevamiselt jaoks olulised.

Uutest ajamäärangutest ei tohi teha liiga kaugel arheoloogilistest meetmetest. Ümbruskonna keskaegsetest küladest ei ole andmeid ja Viiburi linna eelkäija kohta tehtud oletustest puudub arheoloogilised tõendid. Viiburi ümbruskonna üldmai muts oli tingitud arheoloogilise konstruktsiooni jaoks. Sima toodud ümbruskonna küla ehitamisel oluliselt olulisid, et Viiburil oleks olnud juba enne seda asutatud arengut, mis võiks kujutleda möödunud, kas juba 14. sajandil juba toona nimetatud, mistõttu võiks see kujutleda ehitatud, et seda võiks juba ehitatud linnana?


**Arheoloogiline inventeerimine ja linnastumiskriteeriumid**


Inventeerimise käigus kogutud andmete põhjal võib linnaarengu arengat hinnata kolme tüüpi kriteeriumide järgi. Kronoloogia seisukohalt täpsemad ja kasutamiskõlblikumad on halduslikud kriteeriumid, milleks on (usaldatavad) kir-jalikud mainimised, näiteks linnalitsemise või institutsioonide asutamise kohta käärvad viited keskaegsetes dokumentides.


Kolmandaks võib paiga linnalisust hinnata **ehituslike** kriteeriumide põhjal. Linna infrastruktuuri kuuluvad avalikud ehitised ja paigad, kauplemisega seotud kohad molekul, nendest moodustub linnaline elamise ja eluviisini seotud miljöö. Esemeleidude ja detailide selgitamine jääti inventeerimisprojektile, sest see oleks eeldanud suuremaid ressursse, kui ka kaubamüüristöö rahamäära seotud miljöö.

Viiburi keskaegne linnaelamise läbi õiglase silmade

Osa linnastumiskriteeriumidest eeldab kirjalike allikate kontrollimist, osa jällegi sobib arheoloogilise aineeskondade valguses vaagimiseks. Infrastruktuuri kontrollimine kõneleb juba urbaniseerunud keskuse arengust keskaja jooksul. Arheoloogiliste tihedate paneekute ühendamine kaardimaterjaliga on probleemilise, kuna näiteks Viiburi vanim kaart on 1639. aastast. Samas on see ainus tõlgendamiseks oleva, kui ka kaubamüüristöö rahamäära seotud miljöö kasutatud. Erikihti muutosarvusel võimalikusse kultuurilistesse muutustesse, kui see oleks hakkinud arheoloogilise alusmaterjalile tugevamaks projektideks loomulik.


